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Abstract
The paper deals with a part of legislative reforms in the field of justice in 

two laws. The Bankruptcy Law from 2009 and the Advocacy Law from 2011 analysed 
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bankruptcy managers and attorneys. The author first stated positive legal provisions 
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insurance of bankruptcy managers and attorneys were examined. The conclusion 
states that the Bankruptcy Law stipulates compulsory and supplementary profe-
ssional liability insurance of bankruptcy managers and that only some important 
elements of compulsory professional liability insurance of bankruptcy managers are 
regulated, therefore, only revision of that part of the Bankruptcy Law was proposed. 
In relation to the Advocacy Law, it was concluded that the elements of compulsory 
professional liability insurance of attorneys are regulated and require revision of that 
law, in accordance with the arguments presented in this paper. 
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I. Introductory Notes

1.1. In Serbian legislation at the beginning of the 21st century, major reforms 
in the field of justice have begun. Compulsory professional liability insurance was 
introduced in these laws relating certain judicial professions. The valid Bankruptcy 
Law2 was enacted in 2009, and its implementation has begun from 1st July 2010. In 
the next year, the Advocacy Law3 was enacted. It entered into legal force on 17th 
May 2011, and implementation of provisions introducing compulsory professional 
liability insurance of attorneys has begun on 18th May 2012. Within a relatively short 
period, the BL and the AL introduced a compulsory professional liability insurance 
of bankruptcy managers and/or attorneys. In this paper, we will talk about some 
aspects of compulsory professional liability insurance of only bankruptcy managers 
and attorneys.

1.2. An individual bankruptcy manager and an attorney belong to the judicial 
profession. When it comes to attorneys, there was no dilemma about whether they 
belonged to judicial professions. Dilemmas4 about belonging to judicial professi-
ons were linked only to bankruptcy managers 1.2.1. This dilemma was particularly 
present at the beginning of the 10-year implementation of the BL. In that period, 
there were the Privatization Agency and the Deposit Insurance Agency. Agencies 
had the authority to appoint their certain employees-representatives to participate 
in bankruptcy proceedings of social enterprises in the capacity of a representative of 
a collective bankruptcy manager. These representatives of a collective bankruptcy 
manager performed the role of bankruptcy managers in bankruptcy proceedings, as 
well as individual bankruptcy managers. In the meantime, the Privatization Agency 
ceased to exist. An employee-representative in the Deposit Insurance Agency does 
not belong to the judicial profession. The Head of the Deposit Insurance Agency 
appoints him. He does not take the exam for a bankruptcy manager within the 
Bankruptcy Supervision Agency, and thus does not acquire the status of an active 
bankruptcy manager appointed by a bankruptcy judge, and which is especially 
important he is not obliged, as a representative of a collective bankruptcy manager, 
to take a compulsory professional liability insurance. Therefore, these representatives 
of a collective bankruptcy manager do not belong to the judicial profession. The 
judicial profession includes only individual active bankruptcy managers appointed by 
a bankruptcy judge from the list of active bankruptcy managers (previously formed 
by the Bankruptcy Supervision Agency). 1.2.2. Furthermore, an individual bankruptcy 

2 The Official Gazette of RS, no. 104/2009, 99/2011-state law, 71/2012-US, 83/2014, 113/2017 and 44 
(2017 (hereinafter referred to as the BL).
3 The Official Gazette of RS, no. 31/2011 and 24/2012-US (hereinafter referred to as the AL).
4 Slоbоdаn Iliјić, LLM: Оbаvеznо оsigurаnjе stеčајnih uprаvnikа u Rеpublici Srbiјi, Prаvnа riјеč no. 32/2012, 
p. 757-768.
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manager and an attorney differ in terms of civil liability. The state and a bankruptcy 
manager may be liable for any omission or mistake made by a bankruptcy manager5 
to the extent of his personal assets, while only an attorney6 may be liable for any 
omission or mistake made by an attorney to the extent of his personal assets. 1.2.3. 
The focus of this paper will be on the positive legal aspects of compulsory professional 
liability insurance of an individual bankruptcy manager and an attorney. In further 
exposure, a bankruptcy manager is considered an individual bankruptcy manager.

1.3. In addition to the AL, the judicial reform in Serbia brought in 2011 two 
more laws that introduced compulsory professional liability insurance. These are 
the Law on Public Notary7 and the Law on Enforcement and Security8. The space in 
this paper did not allow for consideration of positive legal aspects of compulsory 
professional liability insurance of notaries and public enforcement officers.

II. Introduction of Compulsory Professional Liability Insurance 
according to the Bankruptcy Law

2.1. In the course of the bankruptcy procedural law9, a bankruptcy manager 
is described as the central or the most important legal institution of bankruptcy pro-
ceedings, but it is considered that a bankruptcy manager is a person. By explaining 
in more detail the first part of the previous statement, the quoted authors specified 
that the success of the bankruptcy proceeding itself largely depends on ability, 
conscientiousness and fairness of the conduct of a bankruptcy manager. They also 
emphasized that the qualifications, i.e. vocational education required for a bankruptcy 
manager, are necessary for conducting the debtor’s started business activities. By 
explaining in more detail the second part of the aforementioned statement, the 
quoted authors stated that the personal abilities and moral qualities of a bankruptcy 
manager, especially his reliability, accuracy, precision, honesty, fairness, etc., are of 
particular importance. 2.1.1. Bankruptcy proceedings in the countries of the former 
SFRY have their own specificities. Analyses conducted in the bankruptcy proceedings 
in comparative law and in Serbia10 pointed out that bankruptcy due to a long-term 

 5 Docent Vlаdimir Kоzаr, PhD: Оsnоvi оdgоvоrnоsti zа štеtu u stеčајnоm pоstupku, Prаvni infоrmаtоr no. 
2/2012, p. 19-25; Docent Vlаdimir Kоzаr, PhD: Grаđаnskоprаvni оsnоvi оdgоvоrnоsti stеčајnоg uprаvnikа 
i držаvе u stеčајnоm pоstupku, „Prаvо“, tеоriја i prаksа, no. 1-3/2012, p. 44-59.
 6 Article 2 of the AL. 
 7 The Official Gazette of RS, no. 5/2011 from 9th May 2011.
 8 The Official Gazette of RS, no. 5/2011 from 9th May 2011.
 9 Professor Gоrdаnа Stаnkоvić, PhD, and Professor Nеvеnа Pеtrušić, PhD: Stеčајni uprаvnik kао subјеkt 
stеčајnоg pоstupkа, Prаvо i privrеdа no. 5-8/ 2004, p. 618-630; Professor Gоrdаnа Stаnkоvić, PhD, and 
Professor Nvеnа Pеtrušić, PhD: Stеčајnо prоcеsnо prаvо, Službеni list SCG, Bеоgrаd, 2006, p. 81.
10 Professor Nеbојšа Јоvаnоvić, PhD: Stеčајnа nаciоnаlizаciја (kоnfiskаciја) u Srbiјi, Аnаli Prаvnоg fаkultеtа 
Univеrzitеtа u Bеоgrаdu no. 1/2010, p. 130-149.
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insolvency did not exist in developed European economies, but existed in Serbia 
and Croatia. 2.1.2. One of the specificities of bankruptcy proceedings in Serbia was 
that they lasted for a long time. This is supported by data from the interview given 
by the acting director of the Bankruptcy Supervision Agency11. In the interview given 
to the stated daily newspaper, the following data was indicated: 47% of proceedings 
lasted for three years and less, 35% of proceedings lasted for three years and more, 
and 2% of proceedings lasted for four years and more. Therefore, data on duration 
of bankruptcy proceedings in Serbia contributed to a better understanding of the 
environment where the BL regulated introduction of compulsory professional liability 
insurance of a bankruptcy manager. 

2.2. When it was enacted, the BL was the first law in the field of justice in Serbia 
that imposed a compulsory professional liability insurance of an active bankruptcy 
manager. 2.2.1. The capacity of an active bankruptcy manager is determined by the 
Bankruptcy Supervision Agency after a successful completion of the examination 
and conclusion of a compulsory professional liability insurance. A bankruptcy judge 
appoints a bankruptcy manager from the list of active bankruptcy managers, as one 
of the bodies of a specific bankruptcy proceeding.

2.3. According to Paragraph 1, Article 30 of the BL, a bankruptcy manager 
is obliged to take a compulsory professional liability insurance on his/her own 
behalf and for his/her own account, which means that the bankruptcy manager 
is the insured in a compulsory professional liability insurance contract. 2.3.1. It is 
quite clear from the quoted paragraph that the BL did not allow the compulsory 
professional liability insurance contract of a bankruptcy manager to be concluded 
by a policyholder or another attorney in fact, or his/her representative on behalf 
of and for the account of a bankruptcy manager. 2.3.2. Paragraph 1, Article 30 of 
the BL, stipulates the lowest amount of the sum insured. It is the amount of about 
30,000 Euros in Dinar counter value on the date of signing a compulsory professional 
liability insurance contract of a bankruptcy manager. The BL defined the minimum 
sum insured for a compulsory insurance of bankruptcy managers, thus enabling an 
insurer to, starting with the size of group of risks, determine the amount of premium 
and the scope of insurance coverage (applying the rules of the actuarial profession). 
2.3.3. It should be noted that Article 30 of the BL does not mention the possibility 
of concluding a collective compulsory professional liability insurance contract of 
bankruptcy managers. Attention is drawn to this, given that the AL was enacted in 
the following calendar year, as well as other laws, which, by introducing a compulsory 
professional liability insurance of attorneys, envisaged the possibility of concluding 
a collective compulsory professional liability insurance of attorneys, notaries and 

11 Маriјаnа Аvаkumоvić in a daily newspaper ”Pоlitikа“ interviewed Ivаna Маtić, acting director of the 
Bankruptcy Supervision Agency, under a title: Stеаčјni uprаvnici nе sаhrаnjuјu, оni sаmо“оtpеvајu оpеlо“, 
Pоlitikа, rubrikа „Еkоnоmiја“, 25th July 2014, p. 1 and 11.
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public enforcement officers. 2.3.4. A bankruptcy manager concludes individually 
a compulsory professional liability insurance contract with an insurer. The result is 
a possibility to have in Serbia as many different compulsory professional liability 
insurance contracts of bankruptcy managers as the number of bankruptcy managers, 
i.e. insurers. 2.3.5. In Paragraph 1, Article 30 of the BL, the subject of that contract is 
marked by a formula - all risks associated with activities performed by a bankruptcy 
manager. In the first part of interpretation of this formula, caution required first the 
expression - all risks - since it indicates a real omnibus of very different risks, which 
insurers can further define in general insurance terms and conditions with specific 
limitations and exclusions from this insurance12. In any case, the term - all risks - 
originates from maritime insurance 2.3.6. The remaining part of the formula from 
Paragraph 1, Article 30 of the BL - relating to activities performed by a bankruptcy 
manager - opened a series of questions. One of them may be: Does this insurance 
cover liability of a bankruptcy manager only for errors or omissions made to the 
participants in a bankruptcy proceeding, or does this insurance cover liability of 
a bankruptcy manager for errors or omissions made both to the participants in 
bankruptcy proceeding and third parties? The answer to this question is contained 
in linking the said legal formulation with general and special insurance terms and 
conditions. 2.3.7. As a rule, the term of an insured event is contained in general or 
special insurance terms and conditions. Serbian insurers acted in that manner13 and 
made special insurance terms and conditions, in which they envisaged the term of 
an insured event in a compulsory professional liability insurance of a bankruptcy 
manager. According to this source of the contract law of insurance, an insured event 
in a compulsory professional liability insurance of a bankruptcy manager could take 
the following three types: (1) if an insured event is based on a written document 
and/or a document signed by an insured; (2) if an insured event occurred due to an 
error or omission, when the action should have been taken at the latest to avoid 
any damage; (3) in all other events, when a bankruptcy manager gave a wrong 
instruction or committed an erroneous act. In this way, the insurers implemented 
formulation of the imperative provision from Paragraph 1, Article 30 of the BL, which 
stated that a bankruptcy manager was insured against professional liability. 2.3.8. 
The stated formulation that a bankruptcy manager is obliged to take a compulsory 
professional liability insurance does not only affect the issue of the term of an insured 
event. It also raises the question: What constitutes a mistake or an omission of  

12 Editors Sаnjа Аndriјаšеvić, PhD, and Таtјаnа Rаčić-Žlibаr: Rјеčnik оsigurаnjа, Маsmеdiја, Zаgrеb, 1997, 
p. 410.; Мr Slоbоdаn Sаmаrdžić: Оsigurаnjе imоvinе pо nаčеlu „svi rizici“, Rеviја zа prаvо оsigurаnjа no. 
1-2/2008 p. 11-18.
13 Zоrаn Ilkić, PhD, a legal representative in unit for clams in DDОR Nоvi Sаd: Prаvnа zаštitа kоrisnikа uslugа 
оsigurаnjа оd оdgоvоrnоsti, Zbоrnik rаdоvа Prаvnоg fаkultеtа Univеrzitеtа u Krаguјеvcu iz mаја 2013, 
361-375; Uprаvni оdbоr Kоmpаniје „Dunаv оsigurаnjе“ а.d.о. from 14th June 2010: Uslоvi zа оsigurаnjе 
prоfеsiоnаlnе оdgоvоrnоsti stеčајnih uprаvnikа.
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a bankruptcy manager? The BL did not provide a legal answer to that question. 2.3.9. 
By generalising commercial-court practice, the bankruptcy law indicated some of 
omissions or mistakes made by bankruptcy managers. The following examples from 
the court practice are singled out: (1) privileges of some creditors at the expense 
of other creditors; (2) a bankruptcy debtor’s account is blocked, and a bankruptcy 
manager made a payment contrary to the statutory rules; (3) a bankruptcy manager 
acknowledged the fictitious contract and thereby damaged creditors14. 2.3.10. Unlike 
generalisation of commercial-court practice, the insurance law theory dealt with 
an answer to the question of who could be damaged by an omission or a mistake 
made by a bankruptcy manager. The following answer was offered to this question: 
the circle15 of third injured parties in this compulsory professional liability insurance 
would include all participants in a bankruptcy proceeding, as well as persons with 
an interest in seeking compensation from insurers or a bankruptcy manager. These 
opinions deserve the attention of our legislator. 2.3.11. Long before the adoption 
of the BL, insurance practice and insurance law theory in SFRY agreed on the views. 
Namely, they agreed that any damage made by a bankruptcy manager to a claimant 
belonged to pure financial losses. Its definition16 is usually contained in an insurer’s 
general insurance terms and conditions and reads as follows: a pure financial loss 
means a loss directly comprised in money, which did not occur due to a person’s 
violation or damage or destruction of property. This form of pure financial loss is 
present not only in a compulsory professional liability insurance of a bankruptcy 
manager, but also in a compulsory professional liability insurance of attorneys (this 
will be addressed in the next section of this paper).

2.4. According to Paragraph 2 Article 30 of the BL, the creditors’ committee 
may at any time require from a bankruptcy manager to conclude a contract on supple-
mentary professional liability insurance for a specific bankruptcy proceeding and to 
an amount greater than the amount referred to in Paragraph 1 of this Article. In that 
case, a bankruptcy manager is obliged to take such insurance unless he proves that 
he is not able to take such insurance on the market. According to Paragraph 3 Article 
30 of the BL, the amount referred to in Paragraph 2 of this Article is determined by the 
creditors’ committee in view of the amount of the bankruptcy estate and the special 
circumstances, as well as the existing or potential risks, while a bankruptcy judge, 
acting ex officio or upon request of an interested party may impose a reduction of 
that amount or completely prohibit taking of additional insurance if he assesses that 
the costs of the supplementary insurance premium are unjustifiably high. 2.4.1. The 

14 Professor Мihаilо Vеlimirоvić, PhD: Stеčајnо prаvо, drugо izmеnjеnоi dоpunjеnо izdаnjе, Prаvni fаkultеt 
Univеrzitеtа Uniоn i Јаvnо prеduzеćе Službеni glаsnik, Bеоgrаd, 2010, p.186.
15 Professor Slоbоdаn Stаnišić, PhD: Оsigurаnjе stеčајnоg uprаvnikа оd оdgоvоrnоsti zа štеtu, Prаvnа riјеč 
no. 40/2014, p. 527-535.
16 Vојislаv Sоkаl, PhD, independent advisory to ZОIL „Dunаv“, in retirement: Prilоg diskusiјi nа tеmu 
Kоpаоničkе škоlе prirоdnоg prаvа „Štеtа i njеnа nаknаdа“, Prаvni živоt no. 1-2/1993, p. 185.
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first conclusion along with provisions of Paragraphs 2 and 3 of Article 30 of the BL 
was that a supplementary professional liability insurance of a bankruptcy manager 
was introduced in this manner. The BL envisaged appropriate legal powers for various 
bodies of bankruptcy proceedings with introduction of a supplementary professi-
onal liability insurance. Objective of provisions of Paragraphs 2 and 3 of Article 30 
of the BL was that several bodies of bankruptcy proceedings reviewed and passed 
the decision on conclusion of a supplementary professional liability insurance of a 
bankruptcy manager. 2.4.2. The conclusion of a supplementary professional liability 
insurance of a bankruptcy manager means a sum insured greater than 30,000 Euros. 
This is the second conclusion based on provisions of Paragraphs 2 and 3 of Article 
30 of the BL. In other words, the legislator left to a bankruptcy manager and other 
bodies of a specific bankruptcy proceeding to negotiate with an insurer on risks 
present in a particular situation. These are positive aspects of this legal solution. 
2.4.3. The theory of insurance law17 brought the following question: are the bodies 
for bankruptcy proceedings (creditors’ committee, a bankruptcy judge, a bankruptcy 
manager) competent to decide on whether a bankruptcy manager should conclude 
a supplementary professional liability insurance with an insurer? In connection with 
the raised question, it is undoubtedly that by now provisions of Paragraphs 2 and 
3 of Article 30 of the BL were not accepted for revision of the BL. Will the legislator 
accept them in the future, remains to be seen.

2.5. From provisions of Paragraph 4 Article 30 of the BL, an important legal 
rule emerged, which read as follows: a supplementary insurance premium referred 
to in Paragraph 2 of this Article represented the obligation of the bankruptcy estate. 
2.5.1. An active bankruptcy manager concludes an individual compulsory professi-
onal liability insurance and pays the insurance premium under that contract from 
his own funds. An active bankruptcy manager concludes also a supplementary 
professional liability insurance individually, but the insurance premium is debited to 
the bankruptcy estate. In addition to the amount of sum insured, there are some of 
differences between a compulsory and a supplementary professional liability insu-
rance of a bankruptcy manager. 2.5.2. The mentioned rule from Paragraph 4 became 
actual today. Namely, the rule from Paragraph 4 in relation to one of provisions from 
Paragraph 1 of that Article (that a bankruptcy manager concludes a contract - in his 
own name and on his own account) served as arguments in a public debate18 regar-

17 Professor Јоvаn Slаvnić, PhD: Pоsеbnе оdrеdbе о оbаvеznоm оsigurаnju оd оdgоvоrnоsti kао prеdmеt 
rеgulisаnjа zаkоnа kојi urеđuје ugоvоr о оsigurаnju, Zbоrnik rаdоvа Udružеnjа zа prаvо оsigurаnjа Srbiје 
sа sаvеtоvаnjа оdržаnоg аprilа 2011, p. 173-215 (particularly p. 191 and footnote no. 41).
18 Slоbоdаn Iliјić, LLM: Оbаvеznо оsigurаnjе stеčајnih uprаvnikа u Rеpublici Srbiјi, Prаvnа riјеč no. 32/2012, 
p. 757-768. Professor Prеdrаg Šulејić, PhD: Оsigurаnjе оd оdgоvоrnоsti оrgаnа prаvnоg licа – prаvnа prirоdа, 
Zbоrnik rаdоvа Udružеnjа zа prаvо оsigurаnjа Srbiје iz аprilа 2011, p. 284-299; Professor Prеdrаg Šulејić, 
PhD: Оsigurаnjе оd оdgоvоrnоsti оrgаnа prаvnоg licа – prаvnа prirоdа i primеnа, Тоkоvi оsigurаnjа no. 
2/2012, p. 5-19 and other. 
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ding the undisclosed insurance for account of third parties and/or an undisclosed 
insurance for the policyholder to whom it may concern (Article 1417 and others in 
the Preliminary Draft of the Civil Code of the RS19). 2.5.3 Regarding the laws in Serbia 
enacted by 200920, which introduced a compulsory liability insurance, Article 30 of 
the BL differed from them by prescribing the amount of the minimum amount of sum 
insured for a compulsory professional liability insurance of a bankruptcy manager. In 
addition to the basic compulsory professional liability insurance, the BL introduced 
a supplementary professional liability insurance, which was accompanied by the 
appropriate powers of a body of a bankruptcy proceeding in decision-making on 
whether it was purposeful to conclude a supplementary professional liability insu-
rance of a bankruptcy manager. However, the BL left some of important elements 
of a compulsory professional liability insurance of bankruptcy managers, outlined 
in this chapter, to an insurance practice, so in this part this compulsory insurance 
is regulated by the BL.

III. Introduction of a Compulsory Professional Liability 
Insurance according to the Advocacy Law

3.1. There are opinions21 that advocacy is as old as the state and the law. 
In the course of history, the relationship between the state and the law on one 
hand, and the advocacy on the other, was dynamic, with each government placing 
the advocacy within certain normative and legal boundaries. With the change of 
the government, including the change of a legal system in a society, the need for 
understanding, interpreting and explaining legal institutes continued to grow, and 
thus the advocacy as well. 3.1.1. According to the same opinion22, the constitutional 
basis for the advocacy as a profession is envisaged in Article 67 of the Constitution 
of the RS, which includes forms of legal aid to citizens. Namely, Article 67 of the Con-
stitution of the RS stipulates that legal aid to citizens is provided by the advocacy, as 
well as legal aid services established in local self-government units. In addition, this 
opinion indicated that the advocacy as a profession is closely related to application 
of several Articles of the Constitution of the RS. The above stated opinion especially 
pointed out the following: Article 32 of the Constitution of the RS, which stipulates 
the right to a fair trial; Article 33 of the Constitution of the RS, which stipulates the 

19 Wording of the Preliminary Draft of the Civil Code of the RS from May 2015. Professor P. Šulејić, PhD, 
ibidem.
20 Slоbоdаn Iliјić, LLM: Оblici оbаvеznоg оsigurаnjа nа pоčеtku 2008.gоdinе (I), Тоkоvi оsigurаnjа no. 
3-4/2008, p. 3-17; Мr Slоbоdаn Iliјić: Оblici оbаvеznоg оsigurаnjа nа pоčеtku 2008.gоdinе (II), Тоkоvi 
оsigurаnjа no. 1-2/2009, p. 26-40.
21 Đоrđе D. Sibinоvić, PhD: Prоfеsiја аdvоkаt, Printmеdiја, Bеоgrаd, 2010.
22 Ibidem, p. 19-24.
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special rights of the defendant; Article 34 of the Constitution of the RS which regu-
lates legal security in criminal law; Article 35 of the Constitution of the RS, which 
stipulates the right to rehabilitation and the right to compensation for damages. 
In addition to the Constitution of the RS, the advocacy as a profession is regulated 
by a series of special (particularly) procedural laws. They establish advocacy as an 
independent profession, but also as service activities to natural persons and legal 
entities. In the foregoing manner, this opinion circled a contemporary view of the 
advocacy as a profession. 3.1.2. Based on the above-mentioned constitutional pro-
visions, provisions of the LA and the Articles of Association of the Bar Association 
of Serbia23, the Bar Association of Serbia adopted the Code of Professional Ethics of 
Attorneys24 (hereinafter referred to as the Code). The commentator of the said Code25 
drew attention to ten principles and a whole series of other rules, whose violation is 
considered to be an unlawful conduct of an attorney, i.e. or that an attorney violated 
the profession, to professionals in this field, and thus insurers and attorneys’ clients. 
This unlawfulness is a cause for disciplinary proceedings before the disciplinary 
body of the Bar Association. This unlawfulness indicates the behaviour of attorneys 
covered by compulsory professional liability insurance, but at the same time also 
the behaviour of attorneys not covered by this compulsory insurance. Therefore, it is 
clear that in Serbia there was intention to cover advocacy as a profession with laws 
and by-laws. Since the AL for the first time in Serbia regulated the legal institute of a 
compulsory professional liability insurance of attorneys, the answer to the question 
of how successful it was would ultimately give the insurance practice. 

3.2. The most important provisions on a compulsory professional liability 
of attorneys are stipulated in Article 37 of the AL. Above that article, the title was – a 
compulsory professional liability - which suggests that Article 37 of the AL was only 
intended to introduce a compulsory professional liability insurance of attorneys. In 
fact, the introduction of a compulsory professional liability insurance of attorneys 
was one of the goals, which explained the adoption of a new AL. On the list of coun-
tries that introduced a compulsory insurance26 of attorneys are almost all European 
countries27 and almost all republics of the former SFRY, and Serbia is with this AL 

23 The Official Gazette of the RS, no. 85/2011.
24 The Official Gazette of the RS, no. 27/2012.
25 Slоbоdаn Bеlјаnski, PhD: Kоmеntаr nоvоg Kоdеksа prоfеsiоnаlnе еtikе аdvоkаtа, Prаvni instruktоr no. 
19 (May 2012), p. 24-27.
26 Professor Јоvаn Slаvnić, PhD: Оbаvеznо оsigurаnjе, оsnоvе sistеmа i kоncеpt njеgоvоg rеgulisаnjа, 
Sаvrеmеnа аdministrаciја, Bеоgrаd, 1978, p.75-84; Sеrgеј Simоniti: Uvоđеnjе оbаvеznih оsigurаnjа – 
Еvrоpskа unја i slоvеnаčkа iskustvа, Zbоrnik rаdоvа Udružеnjа zа prаvо оsigurаnjа Srbiје iz аprilа 2008, 
p. 70-96; Slоbоdаn Iliјić, LLM: Оblici prаvа оsigurаnjа u vаžеćеm zаkоnоdаvstvu Srbiје, Prаvni infоrmаtоr 
no. 7-8/2008, p. 69-74.
27 Slоbоdаn Iliјić, LLM: Sеminаr Društvа zа pоdršku оsigurаnjа u Srbiјi pоvоdоm Prеdlоgа zаkоnа о 
аdvоkаturi u kоmе је prеdviđеnо оbаvеznо оsigurаnjе оd оdgоvоrnоsti аdvоkаtа, Rеviја zа prаvо оsigurаnjа 
no. 1-2/2006, p. 69-78
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among the last countries in Europe that introduced a compulsory professional 
liability insurance of attorneys28. 3.2.1. Paragraph 1 Article 37 of the LA stipulates 
that an attorney is obliged to conclude a compulsory professional liability insurance 
with the organization registered for this insurance type. In other words, conclusion 
of a compulsory professional liability insurance was treated as an attorney’s legal 
obligation, but the legislator transferred its obligation to determine the minimum 
amount of such insurance to the Bar Association of Serbia in agreement with the 
competent ministry. 3.2.2. The second subject of Paragraph 1 Article 37 of the AL 
was an organization registered for this insurance type. The editor of the AL had in 
mind an insurer that received a licence from the insurance supervisory body for 
dealing with this insurance type. The second issue was why the editor of the AL in 
the stated wording took into account the term insurance organization, which was 
obsolete, and not a valid term - an insurance company. Finally, in connection with 
the aforementioned wording from Paragraph 1 Article 37 of the AL, the legislator 
had to bear in mind the fact that an insurer with the licence for sale of this insurance 
type is not legally obliged to conclude compulsory professional liability insurance 
contracts of attorneys (collective or individual), if its business policy estimated that 
in this business there is no prospect of success (for example, because it is a small 
group of risks, etc.). 

3.3. There were complaints29 regarding provisions of Article 37 of the AL 
that they contain provisions on a compulsory professional liability insurance of 
attorneys and that these provisions do not provide answers to numerous questions 
about functioning of this insurance, so that unregulated insurance issues in the AL 
are left to some other laws (the Law of Contracts and Torts, the Companies Act, etc.), 
as well as general and special insurance terms and conditions passed by insurers. 
3.3.1. By specifying numerous unregulated issues of this insurance in the AL, the 
same author30 exposed the following: the obligation to conclude an insurance con-
tract, to determine the policyholder, the extent of coverage, or the subject matter 
of insurance, the minimum coverage limit, the insured event and objections that 
an insurer cannot point out to a claimant, as well as exclusions from this insurance. 
Thus, the stated author criticized the entire provisions of Article 37 of the BL. 3.3.2. 
In further criticism of the concept of the AL, the same author31 particularly referred 
to Article 48, Paragraph 1, Item 5 in conjunction with Article 37 of the AL. In his opi-
nion, these two articles from the AL do not provide a reliable answer to the following 
question. Does the conclusion of a compulsory professional liability insurance of a 

28 Z. Ilkić, a footnote no. 13. 
29 Professor Prеdrаg Šulејić, PhD: Оsigurаnjе оd оdgоvоrnоsti аdvоkаtа, Zbоrnik rаdоvа Sаvеzа udružеnjа 
prаvnikа Srbiје i Rеpublikе Srpskе iz јunа 2011. gоdinе, p. 83-92.
30 Ibidem.
31 Ibidem.
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law office with an insurer results in insurance of only a law office or both the law 
office and all members-attorneys of that law office? 3.3.3. Without reference to the 
first author and linking the mentioned articles of the AL from the previous item, 
the other author32 noted that the legal liability of attorneys was covered in the AL. 
Such liability included employed attorneys and senior associates, associates and 
other staff of the law office, for any material loss caused to a client by an attorney’s 
practice. Therefore, it seems that the first and the second author reached different 
conclusions about the same provisions of the AL. 3.3.4. According to the signatory 
of this paper, when the legislator does not find the right measure in formulating all 
elements of a legal institute, that is, when a compulsory professional liability insu-
rance remains summarily regulated, as was the case with provisions of Article 37 
of the AL, professionals in this field take contradictory legal interpretations of links 
between individual articles of that law.

3.4. Pursuant to Paragraph 2 Article 37 of the AL, the Bar Association may 
conclude a collective professional liability insurance for all attorneys registered in its 
directory of attorneys. According to Paragraph 3 Article 37 of the AL, the Bar Associa-
tion of Serbia determines the minimum amount of sum insured for damages from 
professional liability. Finally, in Paragraph 4 Article 37 of the AL, the Bar Association 
shall refuse to grant or extend the validity of an Attorney Identification Card to an 
attorney who has not concluded an insurance contract, except in case of insurance 
referred to in Paragraph 2 of this Article. 3.4.1. By submitting a request for registra-
tion in the Bar Association, an attorney is obliged to submit to the Bar Association 
an individual compulsory professional liability insurance contract concluded with an 
insurer, which means that the initial status is an individual compulsory professional 
liability insurance contract. 3.4.2. Provisions of the Articles of Association of the Bar 
Association of Serbia (Articles 273 to 278) (hereinafter referred to as the AA of the Bar 
Association of Serbia) elaborated the circumstances, deadlines and other conditions 
necessary for an attorney with a concluded individual contract to be included in the 
collective compulsory professional liability insurance33 for the next calendar year and 
vice versa, to terminate the collective contract and conclude the individual contract 
again, all under the prescribed conditions 3.4.3. According to the signatory of this 
paper, presented legal regime of the AL and the AA of the Bar Association of Serbia 
regarding the conclusion of a contract on a compulsory professional liability insurance 
(individual or collective) enabled that in Serbia insurers compete with one another 
when concluding an individual or a collective insurance contract of attorneys. Pre-
sented legal regime of the AL and the AA of the Bar Association of Serbia provided 

32 Z. Ilkić, PhD, footnote no. 13.  
33 Docent Nаtаšа Pеtrоvić-Тоmić, PhD: Оsigurаnjе оd prоfеsiоnаlnе оdgоvоrnоsti аdvоkаtа (prеdlоg rеšеnjа 
u srpskоm prаvu), Prаvni živоt no. 10/2011, p. 835-864.
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insurers great freedom in defining the scope of coverage and the diversity of general 
or special insurance terms and conditions for attorneys. Negative side of this legal 
regime consisted in unequal protection of the advocacy and unequal protection of 
claimants due to attorneys’ mistake in the territory of Serbia. In a word, presented 
legal regime in the AL   and the AA of the Bar Association of Serbia is made as if there 
were no delays or disagreements over the collective contracting of this insurance, 
nor would it be in future. 3.4.4. According to the signatory to this paper, a collective34 
compulsory professional liability insurance of attorneys (concluded on the level of 
the Bar Association of Serbia or a regional bar association) is more favourable for an 
individual attorney, an insured person, than an individual compulsory professional 
liability insurance contract of an attorney-insured. A collective insurance concluded 
through the Bar Association of Serbia (or one of the nine regional associations) may 
encompass a larger group of risks, which entails a smaller premium for an attor-
ney-insured and a higher sum insured for all insured persons during the validity of 
a one-year collective compulsory insurance. 3.4.5. A number of working groups 
(for almost one decade) worked on the drafting of the AL within the Bar Associati-
ons (Belgrade and Serbia). One of the working groups35, in the beginning of their 
work, cleared the issue of the subject matter of a compulsory professional liability 
insurance in the future AL. In this respect, the opinion was that the subject matter 
of future compulsory professional liability insurance of attorneys consisted of: (1) 
untimely filing a lawsuit or declaring a legal remedy; (2) denial of legal aid or failure 
to provide legal aid to a client even after the cancellation of the power of attorney 
if it is necessary to remove a loss for a client (30 days after the cancellation of the 
power of attorney); (3) absence from a sitting or a hearing; (4) recognition of a claim, 
waiver of a claim or the right to appeal, withdrawal of a lawsuit, etc. contrary to the 
will of a client; (5) conclusion of a contract contrary to the will of a client and to a 
client’s harm or non-conclusion of a contract, or untimely conclusion of a contract; 
(6) disclosure of professional secrets; (7) untimely return of a case file to a client, that 
is, failure to return a file to a client in general or the loss of the file and documenta-
tion entrusted to an attorney in order to exercise a right; (8) other. Not even more 
recent legal notices on the subject matter of an attorney’s liability, that is, the subject 
matter of compulsory professional liability insurance of attorneys36 do not deviate 
significantly from the stated positions of the quoted working group. However, the 
AL did not clearly, in legal and legislative terms, set the usual advocacy activities.  

34 Docent Nаtаšа Pеtrоvić-Тоmić, PhD: Оsigurаnjе оd оdgоvоrnоsti аdvоkаtа nоvinа u srpskоm prаvu, 
Prаvо i privrеdа no. 10-12/2011, p. 168-170.
35 Мilеvа Bоgdаnоvić: Оdgоvоrnоst аdvоkаtа i оsigurаnjе zа štеtu оd аdvоkаtskе dеlаtnоsti, Zbоrnik rаdоvа 
Udružеnjа zа prаvо оsigurаnjа Јugоslаviје iz аprilа 2003, p. 130-136.
36 Bоrivоје Živkоvić, sudiја Аpеlаciоnоg sudа u Bеоgrаdu: Оdgоvоrnоst аdvоkаtа zа grеškе i prаvо nа 
nаknаdu štеtе, Zbоrni rаdоvа Udružеnjа zа оdštеtnо prаvо iz sеptеmbrа 2016, p. 97-111.
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Therefore, it is not easy for an attorney’s client in Serbia to grasp the borders of an 
insurance coverage of attorneys, and exclusions and restrictions from compulsory 
professional liability insurance of attorneys. 3.4.6. After the adoption of the AL, the 
AA of the Bar Association of Serbia, the Management Board of the Bar Association of 
Serbia, by decision of July 14, 2012, 37concluded that an attorney can be appointed 
as a non-executive independent director of a company under the following three 
conditions: (1) that an attorney does not get employed in a company in order to 
perform activities of a non-executive and independent director; (2) that an attorney 
who performs activities of a non-executive and independent director shall not be 
registered in the Serbian Business Register Agency as a representative or procurator 
of that company; (3) that there is no conflict of interest. Apparently, that decision was 
made after the implementation of Article 37 of the AL. 3.4.7. Separating the issue of 
lawfulness38 of the said decision, according to the signatory of this paper, the said 
decision has or may have multiple effects for future compulsory professional liability 
insurance of attorneys. Firstly, that decision tightened the issue of the subject matter 
of this compulsory insurance, which is regulated in the AL. Attorney’s activities based 
on that decision are coming out of the circle of usual advocacy activities in Serbia. 
Secondly, that decision indicated undoubtedly the need to revise the AL with the 
idea of enabling the introduction of compulsory professional liability insurance of 
attorneys for such and similar attorneys’ activities. In German law of the compulsory 
professional liability insurance of attorneys39, due to these and similar attorneys’ 
activities, supplementary professional liability insurance of attorneys is stipulated. 
Thirdly, that decision presents a new circumstance in relation to already concluded 
collective or individual compulsory professional liability insurance of attorneys. As 
a new circumstance, the aforementioned decision points to the need of insurers to 
re-evaluate risks in relation to the concluded compulsory professional liability insu-
rance of attorneys in Serbia. 3.4.8. Somehow, after implementation of provisions of 
the AL on compulsory professional liability insurance of attorneys in Serbian law, the 
Council of Bars and Law Societies of Europe40 recommended to national associations 
or societies that the minimum sum insured is 100,000 Euros per insured event and a 
total of 200,000 Euros in the year of insurance coverage. Amounts of such determined 
sums insured are suitable for countries with about one hundred thousand or more 

37 Professor Zlаtkо Stеfаnоvić, PhD: Prаvо аdvоkаtа dа budе imеnоvаn zа nеizvršnоg-nеzаvisnоg dirеktоrа 
privrеdnоg društvа (Znаčај Оdlukе Uprаvnоg оdbоrа Аdvоkаtskе kоmоrе Srbiје i mоgućnоst primеnе u prаksi), 
Prаvni instruktоr no. 27, for September 2012, p. 16-19.
38 Ibidem.
39 Zоrаn М. Јаnjić, attorney from Belgrade: Prеvоd sа nеmаčkоg Pоsеbnih uslоvа i оpisа rizikа zа аdvоkаtе, 
Zbоrnik rаdоvа Društvа zа pоdršku оsigurаnjа u Srbiјi iz оktоbrа 2005., p. 1-4.
40 Nеvеnkа Lаlić: Оbаvеznо оsigurаnjе оd prоfеsiоnаlnе оdgоvоrnоsti sа оsvrtоm nа аdvоkаtsku dеlаtnоst, 
Prаvni instruktоr no. 19/2012, p. 60-62.
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attorneys, such as, for example, Germany41, with 140,000 attorneys. 3.4.9. All of the 
above stated indicates that the legal institute of compulsory professional liability 
insurance of attorneys is regulated in the AL. 

Conclusions

1. The Law on Bankruptcy from 2009 introduced compulsory and supple-
mentary professional liability insurance of bankruptcy managers, while the Advocacy 
Law from 2011 introduced only compulsory professional liability insurance against 
of attorneys.

2. In the Advocacy Law from 2011, the legal institute of compulsory pro-
fessional liability insurance of attorneys is regulated summarily in its entirety. Com-
pulsory professional liability insurance of bankruptcy managers in the Bankruptcy 
Law from 2009 is regulated only in one part summarily. It would be desirable for 
both laws to assess the need for their revision in terms of suggestions and proposals 
from this paper. 
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